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All, 
Attached is a brief description of what happened at the Gold King. I have several phone calls into EPA this 
morning for updates, however, I was able to talk to Steve Way (EPA's project manager) last night. 

Brent l ewis 
BLM's Colorado State Office 
Abandoned Mine land Program lead 
2850 Youngfield Street 
lakewood, CO 80215 
ph: 303.239.3711 
email: b1Iewis@blm.gov 
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. The Gold King is privately owned and is one of four draining adits in the 

immediate vicinity of Gladstone that are contributing contaminated 

water to Cement Creek and the Animas River. Of these four, the Gold 

King is the only mine that doesn't have a bulkhead, e.g. , a massive 

concrete plug that reduces water discharge. These four adits have 

been the focus of stakeholders for the past 15 years; ever since the 

Water Quality Control Commission (WQCC) allowed SGC to cease water 

treatment per a consent decree. 

On 8/5/2015, the EPA was attempting to relieve hydrologic pressure 

behind a naturally collapse adit/portal of the Gold King Mine. The 

EPA's plan was to slowly drain and treat enough mine water in order to 

access the inner mine working and assess options for controlling its 

discharge. While removing small portions of the natural plug, the 

material catastrophically gave-way and released the mine water. EPA 

had a water sampling crew in the watershed that was diverted to 

sampling the event. 
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